
 

 

Customer Success Story 
Data collection and analysis 

Be Smarter. 

Achieve more 

Be Faster. Be Better. Be Next. 

About the customer 

The National Mine Map Repository (NMMR) is part of the United States Department of 

the Interior, Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement.  The facility provides 

and stores, in microfilm, over 183,000 abandoned/closed mine maps, with workings 

dating from the 1790s to the present day. It serves as a point of reference for mine maps 

and other information for both surface and underground mines throughout the United 

States. It also serves as a location to retrieve mine maps in an emergency. The main 

mission of the NMMR is to preserve abandoned mine maps, correlate those maps to the 

surface topography, and provide the public with quality map products and services. 

 

Challenge 

In 2014, the team did not have a technical expert onsite to help evolve the database to 

match the information requirements and queries needed by the staff and by the public. 

They edited the database table to account for coal seams, and it caused complications. It 

started outputting wrong information as a result, and they decided to cease all new 

database activities. They employed a hand-written method for document numbering, and 

they still scanned maps into a shared folder on their network. They still used the system 

to search old information, but did not enter new data. The NMMR team simply stopped 

using the database because the information outgrew the capabilities of SQL Server 2008. 

For that reason, the NMMR has a considerable backlog of scans needing data collection 

and analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Our role 

TechBlue has proficiency with GIS tools for utilization of ArcGIS in geoprocessing mine 

map and works directly with the NMMR staff to address the backlog.  

Each map is cataloged, and follows this new path to be entered in the database: 

 

 
TechBlue employs the use of ArcGIS to collect geospatial data of various forms 

of mine maps, georeference mine maps, and digitize mine workings 
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1. Map Acquisition 

2. Inventory (assign document ID) 

3. Scan Map 

4. QA of Map Scan (checking for errors, correct file number, etc.) 

5. Data Collection and Analysis 

6. QA for Correctness and Completeness 

 

TechBlue works on step 5, Data Collection and Analysis.  The team identifies the location 

using ArcGIS, the commodity or product mined, the company name, etc. TechBlue helps 

collect and maintain the NMMR collection of archives including the digital database, 

microfilm database, and hard copies of mine maps.  

 

Results 

The team aides in all steps of incoming projects with NMMR team: inventorying maps, 

correct storage and handling of delicate maps, scanning procedures, data collection, and 

geoprocessing functions in ArcGIS.  Additionally, the TechBlue team utilizes a state-of-the 

art scanner and software to improve the image quality and resolution of original hard 

copies of mine maps. TechBlue is expected to be able to prepare maps for scanning on 

large format table scanners and maintain a sequential document numbering system for 

map identification and retrieval.  

 

 

 

 

Think it’s time to learn more about what we can do for your company?  Contact us. 

+1 (800) 432-8473              info@techblue.com               www.techblue.com/contact 

 

 

 

Our approach to services is based on knowledge gained from performing in consultative roles for over 30 years, and the smarter, 

faster, better concept is a direct result of our successes.  Our knowledge, coupled with a service-oriented approach based on 

teamwork, collaboration and consultation, provides our clients with trusted advisors that work toward meeting objectives. 


